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Over the last two decades, network theory has shown to be a fruitful paradigm in understanding
the organization and functioning of real-world complex systems. One technique helpful to this
endeavor is identifying functionally influential subgraphs, shedding light on underlying evolutionary
processes. Such overrepresented subgraphs, motifs, have received much attention in simple networks,
where edges are either on or off. However, for weighted networks, motif analysis is still undeveloped.
Here, we proposed a novel methodology—based on a random walker taking a fixed maximum number
of steps—to study weighted motifs of limited size. We introduce a sink node to balance the network
and allow the detection of configurations within an a priori fixed number of steps for the random
walker. We applied this approach to different real networks and selected a specific null model based
on maximum-entropy to test the significance of weighted motifs occurrence. We found that identified
similarities enable the classifications of systems according to functioning mechanisms associated with
specific configurations: economic networks exhibit close patterns while differentiating from ecological
systems without any a priori assumption.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. An overview of network motifs

In recent years, network theory has become a core of
the interdisciplinary study of complex systems. Many
global features of the network emerge as a result of the
underlying local properties. Therefore, the analysis of
network patterns can reveal the system’s structural or-
ganization and functioning mechanism and possibly shed
light on the process of originating specific configurations
during network evolution. The identification of network
motifs has received increasing attention starting from
the seminal work by Milo et al. [1] (although there were
precursors already 30 years before [2]). The authors ar-
gued that the frequency of small subgraphs (motifs) could
characterize complex networks. Such “simple building
blocks” could connect the way the systems operate to its
network structure and further its evolution [3–5].

Mathematically speaking, a motifM is itself a graph—
usually, but not necessarily, directed. An occurrence of
this motif M in a larger graph G means that there is
a relabeling of G’s nodes such that the edges involving
nodes in M are exactly the same as in M . As the num-
ber of nodes increases, the number of possible patterns
increases super-exponentially, making their counting very
complex. For this reason, much research focus, recently,
has been on developing fast algorithms [6–9].

The significance of motifs occurrence in a system can
be tested comparing with a null model: a randomized
version of the original network where one or more local
properties are kept fix (degree, strength) and the wiring
of the links is randomized accordingly. The choice of
the null model represents a fundamental step, often not

carefully treated, as the selection of the constraints could
affect the significance of the network properties under
study. Indeed, the use of a null model has the goal to
wash away statistical effect simply due for example to
network size [10, 11].

B. Weighted network motifs

By associating weights to the edges, one can encode
more relevant information about the system than is pos-
sible in a simple graph of binary edges [12–16]. It comes
thus natural to search for an extension of the motif con-
cept to the weighted case. However, only a few works
have taken this direction, using one of two ideas. First,
some authors study the configurations of weights on the
binary motifs. Second, some works refined the concept of
the motif itself via random walks on the network. While
the first line of research tends to compare results from the
weighted and unweighted methods evaluating to what ex-
tent the introduction of edge-values alter the significance
profile of binary motifs; the random walk procedure has
primarily been used as an intermediate step towards the
identification of network communities.

The association of weights to binary motifs is not
straightforward as it strictly depends on the kind of net-
work. One should consider the nature of weights disen-
tangling between qualitative and quantitative edge-links,
discretized or continuous weights, positive and negative
values, correlation coefficients (weights ∈ [0, 1]), and so
on. Ref. [17] described this type of weighted motifs as a
“set of topologically equivalent subgraphs of a network”
and introduced the concepts of intensity and coherence as
natural extension of motifs in the unweighted case. The
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intensity is computed as the geometric mean of the edge
weights forming a specific binary pattern, while its ra-
tio to the corresponding arithmetic mean represents the
coherence. They used the metabolic directed network of
E. coli to show how the introduction of weights can, in
some cases, completely reverse the significance profiles of
the corresponding underlying binary motif.
In 2012, Chobdar et al. [18] associated to a binary

motif a weight entropy looking at the occurrence of a
weighted subgraph as an event, such that its weight dis-
tribution has the form of a probability function. hey
tested their approach on the network of co-authorship
of publications from the University of Porto, ranging
from 2003 to 2011.The weighted case resulted as good
as the unweighted one, with the advantage of being less
time consuming. Later, Chobdar et al. [19] proposed
an alternative way of defining the significance profile of
motifs: they identified a subgraph as a motif when the
edge weights followed a distribution significantly different
from a random distribution. This approach was tested
on the gene-coexpression network and revealed that the
weighted motifs so defined are more biologically relevant
than the corresponding simple graphs.
In the same spirit other works have been developed on

the concept of frequent subgraphs (with few extensions to
the weighted case) especially in the engineering field [20–
24]. The concept is slightly different from that of network
motifs, even if the subgraph definition is the same. These
approaches aim to enumerate subgraphs of the projected
simple graph of edges with weights exceeding a preset
threshold. To speed up the computation, they use var-
ious pruning criteria. However, these results are out of
the scope of this paper. Rather, we aim at characteriz-
ing complex systems by looking at the composition and
significance profile of their weighted subpatterns.

C. Random walks to measure motifs

Using walks of different kinds is a common idea to
reduce a network to a string of symbols. This enables
many general tools like representational learning [25] or
data compression [26]. It is also typical approach to
defining motifs in temporal networks [27, 28]. Another
group of works used the concept of random walk to de-
fine significant network subgraphs both for binary and
weighted networks. The basic idea consists of placing
a walker on a random node and move it to neighbors
according to some transition probabilities depending on
node strengths or degrees. There is the possibility also
to introduce a restart probability to control how far the
walker can arrive from the starting node [29–31]. The
approach has been used to estimate the clustering co-
efficient of an unweighted network [32] and to identify
subgraphs of sizes three, four, and five [33, 34]. How-
ever, most of these studies have been developed in the
engineering field and aimed to find the most efficient al-
gorithm to identify network subgraphs via a random walk

approach. Here, we are instead interested in the use of
random walk to characterize and classify real networks.
With this in mind, we can find techniques based on ran-
dom walks to identify network communities. A natural
extension of the study of relevant network subgraphs of
size ≤ 5. Ref. [26] used the probability flow of network
random walks as a proxy for information flows in the real-
world system. They decomposed the network into groups
of nodes by compressing a description of the probability
flow. Ref. [35] presented a method based on the topology
of biased random walks to explore complex undirected
networks and identify their organization in communities.
The main ingredients of our approach are weighted un-
balanced networks, a sink node, and a random walker.
We introduced a sink node to compensate for the excess
of inward flows of nodes to balance the network. The
presence of a sink node allows computing the frequency
of paths of any possible length observable within a fixed
number of steps of a random walker placed on an arbi-
trary node. In other terms, all subgraphs of dimension
smaller than and equal to the maximum number of steps
can be considered mutually exclusive events. I.e., their
total occupation probability sums up to one. The link
weights and their heterogeneous distribution for each set
of nodes play key roles. In principle, we can use this
approach to find the network composition in significant
subgraphs of any size, just varying the maximum num-
ber of steps of the random walker. However, simply in-
creasing the number of steps will induce a combinatorial
explosion to the problem since the number of possible
motifs increases fast.

In the remainder of this paper we will apply our
methodology to different real networks to study their
composition according to weighted motifs occurrences.
We test their significance to identify “weighted build-
ing blocks” similarly to the unweighted case explored by
Ref. [1]. Furthermore, we show some applications to spe-
cific patterns and temporal trends and tested a set of null
models to evaluate how local constraints can affect such
a network characterization.

II. PRELIMINARIES

A. A random walk with a sink node

Let be G = (V,E) a graph with V and E, respec-
tively, the set of nodes and edges, such that |V | = N and
|E| = L. Let us assume that G is a directed and weighted
network; A = (aij)1≤i,j≤N and W = (wij)1≤i,j≤N are,
respectively, the associated binary and weighted adja-
cency matrices. We can compute the node in and out
strengths as:

souti =

N
∑

j=1

wij sini =

N
∑

j=1

wji. (1)
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FIG. 1. Binary and weighted motifs. (a) Three-node bi-
nary motifs; (b) weighted subgraphs of sizes two, three, and
four detectable by a random walker allowed to move for max-
imum three steps in a network with a sink node (square).

A weighted network is balanced if souti = sini ∀i ∈
{1, . . . , N}. In most of real-world networks ∃k ∈
{1, . . . , N} such that soutk 6= sini . In general, it is pos-
sible to identify three kinds of nodes: (i) balanced nodes
for which souti = sini ; (ii) not balanced nodes such that
souti > sini ; and (iii) not balanced nodes such that souti <
sini . We introduce a novel node, called sink and labelled
as the N + 1th node, to balance nodes with excess of
in-strength

wiN+1 = sini − souti , ∀i ∈ {j ∈ V |soutj < sinj } (2)

The sink is connected only with nodes of type (iii).
The total nodes outgoing flows will be given by:

ssouti =

{

souti if souti ≥ sini
souti + wiN+1 if souti < sini

(3)

We assume that a random walker placed on a node—
randomly chosen in the set V—is allowed to move along
its edges according to the transition probability matrix

M = (mij)1≤i,j≤N , with mij =
wij

ssouti

(4)

where mij represents the probability for the random
walker to move from node i to node j, ∀i, j ∈ {1, . . . , N}.
In principle, the random walker can move for an in-

definite number of steps, but this increases the time-
consumption for simulations and the complexity of an-
alytical computations. Furthermore, here we are inter-
ested in computing the occurrence of significant network
relatively small subpatterns, therefore we consider three
as a good compromise starting point for the maximum
number of steps of the walker.
In Fig. 1(a), we show all possible triadic directed bi-

nary motifs: subgraphs of size three with all possible
combinations of directed links. Following Ref. [17] one

can extend the study to the weighted case, associat-
ing two novel measures—intensity and coherence—to the
same 13 patterns. Differently, our approach consists of
two ingredients: a sink node and a random walker moving
for a limited number of steps, three in this case. There-
fore, only some subgraphs of Fig. 1(a) are observable with
this approach: 2, 3, 7 and 9. Indeed, by definition, a ran-
dom walker starting from a random node can move along
only one of its edges. Consequently, motifs 1 and 11 will
never be described by his path. On the other hand, a
target node cannot be reached from two different sources
as in motifs 4, 5, 6, while we can explore motif 7 thanks
to the presence of a reciprocated edge. Lastly, motifs
number 8, 10, and 13 require more than three steps to
be described.
In Fig. 1(b), we show all possible subgraphs of sizes

two, three, and four that can be described within three
steps of a random walker thanks to the presence of
the sink node. To avoid confusion with the motifs in
Fig. 1(a), we use roman number to indicate the eight
patterns in Fig. 1(b).It is worth to note that the intro-
duction of the sink node allows to compute the frequency
of paths whose length is smaller than the number of the
maximum possible steps of the random walker. In our
specific case, weighted subgraphs I, II, and III in Fig-
ure 1(b) would not be detectable without the sink node
strategy. One could be interested in describing only mo-
tifs ending up in the sink node, but their number is in-
cluded in our counting. Indeed, the group of all motifs
observable within three steps of a random walker ending
up in the sink node is a subset of the group of motifs
observable within three steps of a random walker end-
ing up in any node of the network. The choice of fo-
cusing on this subset of weighted subgraphs depends on
the scope of the study. It is possible to compute net-
work subgraphs of any dimension, increasing the random
walker’s maximum number of possible steps. Of course,
this requires high computational costs and increases the
complexity of the analytical computations. We want to
stress the critical role played by the sink node. It allows
to (i) take into account the heterogeneity of incoming and
outgoing fluxes in the definition of weighted motifs and
(ii) to consider the emergence of those configurations as
mutually exclusive events. Indeed, the identical network
binary topologies can be characterized by very different
weighted subpatterns according to the distribution of the
weights. This approach allows comparing the eight con-
figurations in Fig. 1(b) in terms of relative frequencies—
as independent events—showing the composition of the
network structure in terms of subpatterns organization
and offering insights about its underlying mechanisms.

B. Analytical computations

The small number of allowed steps for the random
walker (3), permits to analytically compute the occur-
rences of the weighted motifs in Fig. 1(b).
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Given the transition probability matrixM we can com-
pute its k-th power

Mk =
(

mij,k

)k=1,2,...

1≤i,j≤N
(5)

We know that mij,k represents the probability that a
random walker moves from node i to node j in exactly
k steps. In our case, we will only consider k ∈ {1, 2, 3},
but the following results generalize straightforwardly.
Let us introduce the vector sink such that

sinki =

{

(sini − souti )sini if sini − souti > 0

0 otherwise
(6)

∀i ∈ {1, . . . , N}. The theoretical probability of observing
the motifs of Fig. 1(b) will be given by:

PI =
(

N
∑

i,j=1

mij sinkj

)

/N, (7a)

PII =
(

N
∑

i=1

mii,2 sinki

)

/N, (7b)

PIII =
(

N
∑

i,j=1

j 6=i

mij,2 sinkj

)

/N, (7c)

PIV =
(

N
∑

i,j=1

mijmijmji

)

/N, (7d)

PV =
(

N
∑

i=1

mii,3

)

/N, (7e)

PVI =
(

N
∑

i,j=1

mii,2mij

)

/N − PIV, (7f)

PVII =
(

N
∑

i,j=1

mii,2mji

)

/N − PIV, (7g)

PVIII =
(

N
∑

i,j=1

j 6=i

mij,3 sinkj

)

/N − PIV − PVI − PVII. (7h)

C. Simulations

When the maximum number of steps of the random
walker is greater than three, the number of weighted
patterns exponentially increases and the analytical com-
putation becomes harder. Therefore, we can compute
the occurrences of weighted motifs through simulations
(a Matlab package is available at [36]). In this case,
we performed 107 Monte Carlo simulations for each net-
work. At each iteration, the random walker started from
a new node drawn uniformly at random from the set of all
nodes. Then, we computed the frequency of each motif
in Fig. 1 (b).

Independently on how we computed the frequencies of
each weighted motifs in the real case (analytically or com-
putationally), we need to compare them with occurrences
in an ensemble of network randomizations. The choice
of a proper null model to test the statistical significance
of network properties is a crucial step, as the selection
of the local constraints can affect the outcome [10, 11].
We have tested three different null models, based on
the maximum-entropy approach [37, 38], with different
types of local constraints: The Binary Directed Config-
uration Model (BDCM) with pure binary constraints,
in/out node degrees, and reshuffled weights; (ii) the
Weighted Directed Configuration Model (WDCM) with
pure weighted constraints, in/out node strengths; (iii) the
Enhanced Directed Configuration Model (EDCM) with
binary and weighted constraints, in/out node degrees and
strengths. Our study focuses on the third model corre-
sponding to the more conservative null model as both
degree and strength are kept fixed. Indeed, we think
that for unbalanced weighted networks, both the num-
ber of incoming/outcoming links and the related total
entering/exiting flows are fundamental to characterize
the system [39]. Moreover, as stated in Ref. [39] the
two measures, even if quantitatively related, are mutu-
ally irreducible according to the information contained.
In the section Changing null model we report the results
related to the other two null models, putting in evidence
similarities and differences in the significance profile of
the weighted subgraphs.
For each null model, we generated 1000 randomizations

and computed the z-scores to test the significance of each
motif:

zi =
P obs
i − µrand

i

σrand
i

i = 1, 2, . . . , 8 (8)

where µrand
i and σrand

i are, respectively, the mean and
the standard deviation of the motif frequency computed
over the ensemble of randomizations.

D. Examples

In figure 2 we show two toy models sharing the same
topology, but with different weights distributions: homo-
geneous (top), heterogeneous (bottom). Without intro-
ducing the sink node, the transition probability matrices
associated to the graphs are exactly the same. Therefore
we are not able to differentiate between the two cases. On
the contrary, the sink node, compensating for the excess
of nodes in strength, favors the emergence of the most
likely configuration in the heterogeneous case at the ex-
pense of the other two possible weighted motifs (the open
path of order two and four, respectively).
Figure 3 reports a real-world example—a directed

network of grooming among a troop of Rhesus
macaques [40]. The most prominent weighted motif is IV
of Fig. 1(b), which is a motif involving only two nodes.
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FIG. 2. Example of weighted motifs composition for a

simple network. Two toy models having same binary topol-
ogy and different weights distribution: homogeneous (top);
heterogeneous (bottom).

This suggests a relatively strong degree of reciprocity—
grooming does not follow an absolute hierarchy in the
troop. Note that the individual instances of network mo-
tifs are not sampled with the same frequency in weighted
networks.
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FIG. 3. The most frequently sampled motifs in an

empirical network of grooming in a troop of Rhesus

macaques. We show the most overrepresented weighted net-
work motif IV, z-score 9.4, and some of its most frequently
sampled instances involving three nodes—u, v, and w. The
second most overrepresented motif in this example is VI (z-
score 6.9).

III. RESULTS

A. Weighted building blocks

Figure 4 shows the frequency the of weighted sub-
graphs of Fig. 1(b) in different real networks (see Ap-
pendix A for a dataset description). Within three steps,
the analytical computations are still possible (see Meth-
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FIG. 4. Bar-chart of weighted motifs composition for

different networks. normalized occurrence of weighted mo-
tifs in Fig. 1 shown for several networks: (a) The World Trade
Web (WTW) from 1998 to 2007; (b) the Foreign Direct In-
vestment (FDI) network in 2014 and 2016; UK Input-Output
table in 2005, 2010 and 2015; (c) two social networks: Free-
man messages and Bk-office; two foodwebs: Mas Palomas
basin and; Twitter network (highly reduced); C. elegans neu-
ronal network; US top 200 airports network.

ods); for longer paths, they become too complicated,
counting is only possible via numerical simulations. The
frequencies are obtained normalizing motifs occurrences
with respect to the total frequency of the eight motifs un-
der study (patterns ending in the sink node in one step
are neglected). At first sight, the bar charts in Fig. 4 can
give an immediate and intuitive idea about the differ-
ent nature of the networks under study, shading light on
their structural features. However, we need a null model
to test the statistical significance of weighted patterns
occurrence and classify networks accordingly.

The z-score profiles of the eight weighted motifs cor-
rectly identify systems belonging to the same field. In-
deed, economic, social and ecological networks shows in-
teresting similarities in the significant occurrence of some
weighted motifs (fig. 5 (a)-(b) and ??). This outcome ap-
pears in line with our initial scope to use the defined sub-
graphs as “simple weighted building blocks” extending
the work by Milo et al. [1] to the weighted case. Further-
more, it is possible to identify specific weighted subgraphs
characterizing networks of different nature informing on
the existence of common underlying functioning mecha-
nisms.

We found clear evidence of weighted motif VI being
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FIG. 5. Z-score of weighted motifs under the EDCM

null model. Panel (a) shows the Foreign Direct Investment
(FDI) network in 2014 and 2016 and the UK Input-Output
table in 2005, 2010 and 2015. Panel (b) gives two social net-
works, Freeman messages and Bk-office and two foodwebs,
Mas Palomas basin and St. Marks. Panel (c) displays a Twit-
ter network (highly reduced), C. elegans neuronal network
and the US top 200 airports network. (Diagonal lines z = ±3)

overrepresented with respect to the null model in all net-
works except foodwebs and Twitter. The introduction of
the sink node allows looking at the occurrences of mo-
tifs as independent events. This means that despite the
similarities concerning motif VI, relevant differences can
emerge. Indeed, motif VI contains motif II, which is also
overrepresented in the economic and neuronal networks
but underrepresented in the airport networks. Since we
are considering random walks of three steps maximum,
if motif II is overrepresented, it means that the walker
usually ends up in the sink after two steps. Neverthe-
less, in the economic networks and the neural one, we
observe that motif VI and IV are also overrepresented,
implying that the third step of the random walker goes
somewhere else from the sink node. On the contrary, for
the airport data, the underrepresentation of motif II is
in line with the overrepresentation of motif IV and VI.
In other words, in the airport case, we observe a smaller

number of motif II than in the random case. This means
that most of the time, the walker comes back to the pre-
vious node (motif IV) or goes to a third one (motif VI).
Therefore, the abundance of motif IV and VI is partly
due to the scarcity of motif II. This outcome explains
the nature of the top 200 US airports (remembering that
we are considering only walks of length three)—two hubs
tend to be connected by more than one flight per day
(motif IV), while from one hub there are flights towards
different destinations (motif VI). It could be interesting
to explore more extended patterns to know more about
the US airport network architecture. Economic and neu-
ronal networks are different because the abundance of
motifs II, IV, and VI implies that the three patterns co-
exist with motif VI more overrepresented than the others.
Hence, the network is featured by an organization with
three different configurations where none serves as a base
for the others. Still, all are equally important for describ-
ing the functioning mechanism of economic exchange or
neurons interactions in the nematode.
Motif VII looks similar to VI, but the different posi-

tion of the starting node (central in motif VI, peripheral
in motif VII) changes its interpretation. Indeed, the oc-
currence of motif VII is closely related to motifs III, V,
and VIII. First of all, differently from motif VI, motif VII
is not significant for FDI and IO networks, while it is for
ecological networks. In all cases, we observe an abun-
dance of closed cycles and a scarcity of open cycles of
order three. Therefore, most of the time, the walker does
not end up in the sink node after moving from node i to
j to k, but it comes back to node j or node i forming a
closed triangle (motif V). This is particularly evident for
the US airports, less for the other networks. Different is
the case of the ecological networks, where the occurrence
of motif V is much higher than that of motif VII. Social
networks (except Twitter, for its specific nature) tend to
form more closed triangles than in the randomized net-
works. This appears to be a peculiarity of those networks
with respect to the other systems analyzed here. Also,
the open cycle of order four (motif VIII) seems to be over-
represented in all networks except in the economic ones.
Therefore, patterns involving more than three nodes do
not seem to characterize the economic exchange (WTW,
Ind, FDI), at least in this context.
The possibility to have the relative frequencies of

weighted subgraphs in Fig. 1(b) and the related z-score
profiles for each network under study offers insights about
the organization of systems and their functioning, allow-
ing the emergences of similarities and differences inde-
pendently on the field they belong to. In this sense, our
random walk patterns can be viewed as “building blocks”
in the same way as statical motifs [1].

B. Temporal Dynamics

Over-time changes of weighted subgraphs frequencies
can reveal interesting hints about the structural reorga-
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FIG. 6. Z-score of weighted motifs under the EDCM null model. The World Trade Web (WTW) from 1998 to 2007.
(Diagonal lines indicate z = ±3.)

nization of networks in time due to exogenous factors.
In Ref. [41] Squartini et al. studied the Dutch interbank
network focusing on binary motifs. They showed how
the temporal trend of specific binary patterns worked
as an early signal of the 2008 economic crisis. In the
same spirit, Ref. [42] studied the WTW searching for
indications of the 2007/2008 financial crisis in the net-
work organization, now looking at the bipartite network
of countries and products and related ad hoc binary mo-
tifs. They found that the WTW became increasingly
compatible with a network where correlations between
countries and products were progressively lost starting
from 2003.
This section reports three examples of a temporal dy-

namic study for specific countries in the WTW. We
used a combination of two different datasets to have
a longer reference period, including some relevant eco-
nomic/historical/political events (see Dataset). We com-
puted the occurrence of the weighted motif when the ran-
dom walker started from the same node at each iteration
of the Monte Carlo simulation. In this way, we consid-
ered only weighted motifs having the specific country as
the initial node of all weighted motifs. The temporal dy-
namics of these patterns could be in a cause-and-effect
relationship with historical and political events.
Although almost one-quarter of the value of the WTW

(World Trade Web) is cyclical—i.e., it returns to the ori-
gin in the form of accrued value through international
production chains [43]—the most recursive weighted mo-
tifs are open paths (motifs I, II, VII, and VII in Fig. 1(b)).
It is thus likely that global value chains take longer than
three steps to complete their cycles. By taking the per-
spective of countries (Fig. 7), it is possible, for example,
to discern how the globalization process, which began
in the late 1990s, shaped the embedding in global value
chains for China, Russia, and the USA. While Russia
saw a collapse in the length and complexity of patterns,
with the emergence of motif VIII (long open paths) at
the expense of the others (suggesting that Russia became
mainly a supplier of raw materials), China witnessed the
significant rising of motifs V and VI, hinting to its in-
creasing involvement in global value chains, as confirmed
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FIG. 7. Temporal dynamics of weighted motifs.

Weighted motifs computed for the WTW data from 1960
to 2011 considering a random walker starting from the same
node/country: (a) Russia, (b) China, (c) USA.

by a previous analysis on clustering in the flows of em-
bodied value-added [16]. Pendant to the rising of China
as a hub of complex motifs, the USA saw an increase in
motifs II and VIII, highlighting, on the one hand, their
increased marginalization in the global value chains, on
the other their tighter bilateral ties (mainly with China).

This section illustrated one possibility to use the pro-
posed approach to explore the underlying motif structure
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and its possible interconnection with exogenous events.

1. An application: USA trade balance

The balance of trade of a country in the WTW is the
difference between its total export and import. A nega-
tive balance means that the country is importing more
than what it is exporting. Figure 8 shows the balance of
trade of USA from 1960 to 2013 [44]. Its trend shows
interesting relation with the temporal dynamic of the
weighted motif II in Fig. 7(c). If the negative balance
of country i increases, there is a high probability for a
random walker starting from node i to come back to the
same node and end up in the sink node. In other words,
the likelihood to observe pattern II is higher than that of
detecting subgraphs IV or VI. It is worth noticing that
weighted motifs I, II, and III are never observable in a
balanced network.

C. Changing null model

This section highlights the fundamental role played by
the null model in testing the significant occurrence of net-
work weighted subpatterns. Moreover, the comparison
between models using different local constraints can shed
light on the structural organization of the network under
study. In Fig. 9 we show the z-score of the eight motifs in
Fig. 1(b) for the WTW computed with respect to three
different ensembles of randomizations: (i) BDCM; (ii)
WDCM and (iii) EDCM. The comparison reveals a sim-
ilar profile for all motifs: the z-score value decreases (in
absolute term) as the weighted local constraint is taken
into account, particularly for motifs VII and III, but also
V and VI. More specifically, this means that when node
strength is introduced as a local constraint for the net-

work randomization, the overestimation of weighted mo-
tif VII drastically reduces, even if it is still significant. In
contrast, the occurrence of motif III becomes not signif-
icant. Given the definition of the transition probability
(see Methods), this result suggests that node strength
plays a major role for the information carried by node de-
gree in shaping the structural organization of the WTW
architecture and determining the significant occurrence
of motifs. This feature is not common to all networks in
the sample.
In Fig. 10 we show the significance profile of the eight

motifs for the nematode network C. elegans. In this
case, we observe that: (i) there is a similarity in the
significance profile of the eight motifs for the three null
models; (ii) the z-score is very high under the WDCM
and shrinks when the information about the degree is in-
troduced; (iii) the node degree as a constraint is more
informative when considered alone than when also the
node strength is added (iv) the significance ranking of
motifs changes according to the null model used (IV, VI,
II, VII under WDCM, VI, II, IV, V under EDCM and
BDCM); (v) motif III is underrepresented with respect
to the WDCM, but become not significant under EDCM
and BDCM. All these results suggest that for the ne-
matode’s synaptic network, the role of strengths is not
relevant as for the WTW in describing some network sub-
patterns, and consequently, their formation mechanism.
On the contrary, the information about node degree, even
if not sufficient to explain such patterns, reduced the dis-
crepancy between the observed and the randomized oc-
currences [45].
We single out these two results to show the importance

of selecting a proper null model and interpreting the re-
sults accordingly. It would be interesting to investigate
more the role of each local constraint in shaping the struc-
ture of empirical networks in different fields, but for the
moment, this is out of the scope of this paper. The key
general result is that—analogous to no-free lunch the-
orems [46]—no null model does ‘better ’ than another.
One needs to consider the specifics of the problem and
carefully draw conclusions considering these.

IV. DISCUSSION

In this paper, we have introduced a novel methodol-
ogy based on a random walker to study the occurrence
of weighted subgraphs in networks. In line with work
of Milo et al. [1], our goal consists in characterizing net-
works belonging to different fields according to the exis-
tence of “weighted motifs” as a sort of building blocks.
They could help in unraveling the underlying functioning
mechanism and the evolutionary processes that brought
to network formation. The introduction of weights can
alter the outcomes of the binary case. At present, the
vital role played by weights in providing a complete char-
acterization of a complex network is well known (espe-
cially when diffusion processes, propagation mechanism,
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neuronal network. The z-scores are computed under dif-
ferent null models: BDCM, WDCM and EDCM. (Diagonal
lines indicate z = ±3)

network resilience, and robustness to external shocks are
studied) [12, 13, 47].

A consensus definition of weighted motifs has so far
been missing. Indeed, it has been pointed out that adapt-
ing unweighted methods to weighted networks is not
always straightforward—the definition of the weighted
clustering coefficient is a good example where there are
various definitions, seemingly all well-motivated [13, 47–
51]. According to our knowledge, only one paper
(Ref. [17]) proposed a generalization of the concept of
motifs to the weighted case introducing two measures in-
tensity and coherence complementing the binary motifs.
However, they do not expand on these two quantities by
characterizing the network’s properties but only show the

example of the E. Coli network comparing some binary
and weighted motifs.
We base our approach on finite length paths traced by

a random walker starting from a random node and al-
lowed to move for a limited number of steps according
to established transition probabilities. The novelty of
the methodology consists in balancing the network intro-
ducing a sink node for compensating the excess of node
in-strength before computing the transition matrix.
The introduction of the sink node allows distinguish-

ing between networks having the same binary topology
but different weights distribution. The addition of the
sink node puts in evidence the role played by the weights
heterogeneity in determining the increase (decrease) of
occurrence probabilities of some weighted motifs at the
expense of others. Indeed, all weighted subgraphs smaller
than the maximum possible number of steps can be con-
sidered mutually exclusive events whose total occurrence
probability sum up to one. In this way, we have infor-
mation about the system’s composition in weighted pat-
terns in terms of shares. In our specific case, we consider
a maximum of three steps that allow us to define all con-
figurations in Fig. 1(b).
In the spirit of Ref. [1], we consider empirical networks

of different origin to be characterized by their organiza-
tion in significant sub-patterns. We first show the net-
work composition according to the motifs of Fig. 1(b).
Figure 4 reveals the economic networks showing high sta-
bility over time (Fig. 4(a)-(b)), the social networks, and
the airport web exhibiting a great abundance of open
paths of order four (motif VIII), while the open paths of
order three is absent in the latter. Although we can de-
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duce the different network organizations in sub-patterns
from these results, they do not say anything about their
significant occurrences. Indeed, the abundance of a spe-
cific motif could be simply ascribed to a statistical effect.
Due, for example, to network size or connectance (the
fraction of edges existing among all node-pairs). For this
reason, it is necessary to compare their frequency in real
networks with specific null models. Since we are consider-
ing directed weighted networks, we selected a null model
fixing the two main local properties: nodes degree and
strength. The choice of the null model is relevant because
it strongly depends on the type of the network and the
sub-patterns under examination [10, 11]. We have shown
in the section “Changing null model” how the outcome
of the analysis is sensitive to the choice of the null model
and, consequently, the interpretation in the perspective
of network underlying formation mechanism and evolu-
tion.

As a first relevant result, we found that networks be-
longing to the same field have close motifs significance
profiles: economic networks (Fig. 5(a) and 6); social
networks (Fig. 5(b)); ecological networks (Fig. 5(b)).
The comparison between the three different economic
datasets considered: the international trade network, the
FDI network, and the IO tables, are worth noting. In-
deed, the FDI networks show a significance profile of mo-
tifs lying between the WTW and the IO tables, revealing
differences and similarities of the Mergers & Acquisitions
networks with the two economic systems (for further de-
tails about the three datasets, see the dedicated section).

The significance profile of the weighted motifs of each
network reveals something about its underlying organi-
zation and evolutionary mechanism of formation. For
example, two very different networks, as the top 200 US
airports and the neuronal system of a nematode, share
a very similar significance profile for motifs IV, V, VI ,
VII, while patterns I and II appear overrepresented in
the C. elegans network and underrepresented in the air-
port network. Bearing in mind the rules of the random
walker and the nature of the system, we can deduce that
it is very rare to find one-way only flights (motif I) in the
airport network or just two-way flights between pairs of
nodes (motif II). At the same time, it is relatively likely
to observe motifs IV or VI. On the contrary, in the neu-
ral network, it is possible to observe an abundance of
the pattern I and II together with IV or VI. Of course,
we should search the reason for such differences in the
different roles played by neurons and airports in their
respective systems and the specific meaning of their con-
necting edges. This is one of the possible applications of
our study, especially if higher-order paths are considered.

Our approach also allows us to identify specific sub-
patterns characterizing almost all the different systems,
revealing critical functional features. This is, for ex-
ample, the case of motif VI, overrepresented—with re-
spect to the null model—in all networks except food-
webs and Twitter. Furthermore, it is possible to focus
on selected nodes, study the over time variation of the

weighted motifs composition, and relate them with ex-
ogenous shocks as economic, political, and social events.
We have shown three examples from the WTW dataset
concerning countries that experienced different historical
occurrences with consequent different weighted patterns
temporal frequencies (Fig. 7).
In conclusion, we have presented a novel approach

to identify network subgraphs in directed weighted net-
works. We have shown that the significant abundance
(scarcity) of such patterns compared to a properly cho-
sen null model can shed light on the nature of the sys-
tems, their functioning, and the evolution mechanism
that generated them. By these means, we can classify
networks according to some universal rules, beyond field-
specific knowledge and acquisitions. Of course, the anal-
ysis’s limitation consists of the small number of steps al-
lowed to the random walker. However, as previously ex-
plained, this depends on the super-exponential increase
of complexity as the number of maximum steps increases.
Moreover, studying a broader collection of empirical net-
works would be rewarding, including networks belonging
to other fields not included here. Our choice strictly de-
pended on network sizes and the time consumption for
generating the ensemble of randomization. In the future,
we hope to overcome this limitation, improving the per-
formance of our maximum-entropy approach to creating
the ensemble of null models. Lastly, we think it would be
fascinating to explore more of the architecture of some
networks by simultaneously looking at the occurrence of
binary and weighted subgraphs in relation to the nature
of the systems, their formative mechanisms, the mean-
ing, and the roles of its components (node and links)
together with other higher-order topological properties
and exogenous events.
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APPENDIX: DATASET

1. The World Trade Web

We used international trade data provided by the
BACI database for building the network analyzed in
Figs 4(a).They represent the monetary imports and ex-
ports among world countries (in millions of current
US dollars, bilaterally harmonized). The original data
was provided by the United Nations Statistical Division
(COMTRADE database). BACI is constructed using a
procedure that reconciles the declarations of the exporter
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and the importer. Further details can be found in the
CEPII Working Paper [52]. All networks have N = 208
nodes and average density ∼ 0.35. For the temporal
dynamics studies we combined the BACI dataset from
1998 to 2011 and the GLEDTISCH dataset from 1960 to
1997 [53] to have a longer observation period.

2. Foreign Direct Investment

The data are extracted from Worldwide Mergers,
Acquisitions, and Alliances Databases SDC Platinum
(Thomson Reuters), financial databases providing infor-
mation on global transactions from 1985 to 2010. Here
we considered only two years: 2014, 2016. They repre-
sent the monetary investments from a target country to
an acquirer one (data are aggregated over all sectors in-
volved in the investing process between two countries).
Most recorded transactions refer to domestic Mergers
& Acquisitions (M&A) activity (∼ 74%). The nomi-
nal monthly M&As inflows and outflows are deflated us-
ing the Industrial Production Index provided by the US
Bureau of Labor Statistics [54]. The resulting directed
weighted networks consist of rows indicating investors
and columns standing for receivers/targets. They are
described in great detail in Ref. [55]. The network for
2014 has N = 151 nodes and connectance equal to 0.05;
for 2014 N = 146 nodes and connectance equal to 0.05.

3. Input-Output tables for the UK

This dataset comes from the Input/Output (IO) table
for UK [56]. The IO table shows the interdependencies
between different sectors of a national economy. The ta-
bles report the relation between input and output goods
for different sectors. For example, the output of one sec-
tor can become the input of another one. All networks
have N = 96 nodes, and average connectance ∼ 0.75.

4. Freeman Message

This dataset was collected in 1978 and contains three
networks of researchers working on social network analy-
sis. Here, we considered the frequency matrix of messages
exchanged among 32 researchers that used an electronic
communication tool [57]. The network has N = 32 nodes
and connectance equal to 0.44.

5. Bkoff Social Network

This is one of the “classical” social networks collected
by Bernard and Killworth in bounded groups. It rep-
resents the network conversations frequency among the
employees of a small business office, reported every 15

minutes (during two periods of four days each) by each
worker (this explains the network asymmetry) [58]. The
network has N = 40 nodes and a very high connectance
equal to 0.99.

6. Chesapeake Foodweb

This dataset represents the natural interconnection of
food chains of what-eats-what in the ecological commu-
nity of Chesapeake Bay Mesohaline [59, 60]. The network
has N = 39 nodes and connectance equal to 0.12.

7. Saint Marks Foodweb

This dataset represents the natural interconnection of
food chains of what-eats-what in the ecological commu-
nity of the St. Marks River, Florida [60]. The network
has N = 54 nodes and connectance equal to 0.12.

8. Twitter

Twitter data comes from the Stanford Network Anal-
ysis Project (SNAP) as part of the Stanford Large Net-
work Dataset Collection [61]. The Higgs dataset includes
Twitter messages about the discovery of the Higgs boson
announced on the 4th of July 2012. Tee observed periods
ranges from the 1st to the 7th of July 2012. The result-
ing retweeting network is directed and weighted. The
dataset has been largely reduced to ∼ 400 users for time-
consumption problems connected to the randomization
technique. The network has N = 424 nodes and con-
nectance equal to 0.002.

9. C. elegans Network

This dataset represents the neural network of the ne-
matode Caenorhabditis elegans. Two neurons are con-
nected if at least one synapse or gap junction exists be-
tween them. The weight is the number of synapses and
gap junctions [62, 63]. The network has N = 297 nodes
and connectance equal to 0.03.

10. Top 200 US Airports

This dataset represents the number of passengers
flying between the top 500 US airports in 2010 down-
loaded from Bureau of Transportation Statistics (BTS)
Transtats site, ties with weight zero (only cargo) and
self-loops removed [64]. The network has been reduced
to include only the top 200 US airports, it has N = 200
nodes and connectance equal to 0.19.
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